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■DL06 LCD Display Panel 
 D0-06LCD
 * The D0-06LCD (option) is the display panel dedicated to the DL06.

16-character x 2-line backlit display

The operator interface (display of 16 characters x 2 lines) can be mounted 

directly on the surface of the PLC. The LCD is equipped with a backlight and 

can be operated using seven kinds of function keys on the front part of the 

display panel.

Alphanumeric characters and kana (1-byte character) can be displayed. 

(Chinese characters cannot be displayed.)

Data monitor / change

The V memory, input/output status, PLC mode, and system errors can be 

displayed without disturbing the control function of the PLC.

The display messages for alarms or monitoring can be programmed in 

advance. Moreover, display messages can be imported from other machines 

as ASCII data.

Password protection

Two-stage password protective functions prevent improper setup of the 

calendar and clock as well as changes to V memory data. Only the user 

who has been authenticated based on the passwords can change the clock, 

calendar, V memory, and force bit.

If an easy ladder instruction is executed one time, the display panel can be 

set up. The LCD message display instruction is available for DirectSOFT 4.0 

or later version.

Note: The DL06 LCD cannot be configured from the D2-HPP instruction word 

programmer.

How to install and operate the D0-06 LCD is explained in detail in the DL06 

User's Manual (D0-06USER-J-M). Before installing the DL06 LCD, be sure 

to read this manual. This manual can be downloaded from our website free of 

charge. Also, a printed manual can be purchased.

Direct-mounting

This display panel can be easily mounted on all DL06 models.

Note: Before mounting the LCD display panel, be sure to turn off the power.

Remove the plastic cover between the input terminal and the output terminal 

by shifting it to the left. Insert the LCD display panel into the position and 

push it until it locks in place.

Each bit (up to 16 bits per screen) and 32-bit double word can be displayed 

and changed from the V memory.

Buzzer

The piezoelectric buzzer can be set to issue sounds when a push-button is 

pressed.

Operation of the keypad

Seven function keys are prepared on the surface of the LCD display panel, 

which can be operated according to messages and by selecting items from 

the menu. The following two kinds of messages are displayed.

 - Error message

 - Message programmed by the user

When the power is turned on, the default screen is displayed. The default 

screen can be set by the user.

Accessible data can be displayed and changed based on seven kinds of 

menus.

Various uses

There are other uses of the DL06 LCD display panel. The operator can set 

up the batch process and change the machine timing values in accordance 

with the manufacture of various products. Also, the customer engineer can 

identify the cause of machine trouble by making the display panel interface 

with the control panel. Moreover, the LCD messages can be programmed as 

process and alarm events. This LCD can be purchased at an extremely low 

cost, and meets various needs for operator interface.

Weight: 50 g


